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Marc's Guide To Life Insurance
Life insurance is the first thing that everyone thinks of when
we talk about insurance, why?
Probably for two main reasons; the banks require you to have
life insurance in place in order to take out a mortgage. And
everyone hopes that their relatives have life insurance and
they are in the will.

In my opinion Life insurance would be better served being called
Legacy insurance because that is exactly what it is.
When the owner of the policy dies the policy becomes their
legacy. It is one of the most selfless things that a person can buy.

Here's What You Need To Know
A person's legacy is not just measured in money. It is measured
in memories, and as most people don’t die suddenly, Life
Insurance also contains terminal illness cover.
In simple terms if the Dr gives you less than 12 months to live then you
can claim the full amount. That way you can live out the bucket list and
make those memories that your family can cherish forever.

Life insurance is incredibly affordable, particularly if it is
purchased when you are young.
For example a 25 year old woman working in an office can get a
life insurance policy of $100,000 for about $10 a month and that
price won’t increase until they are 65.
For most people, today is the cheapest that Life Insurance is going to get.

Marc's Guide To Life Insurance
Here's What You Need To Know , cont.
I am astounded by the reasons people in New Zealand give when
asked why they don’t have Life Insurance, especially since most
people agree that they should.
Next to cost, which I hope to have dealt with in the last paragraph,
is complexity.
Life Insurance can seem unduly complex, but it is really quite
straight forward once you know what to look for.
I take pride in ensuring that my clients understand what they are buying
and the differences between the options by using plain English. Feel free
to watch my instructional videos but if you would rather someone else
did all the work get in touch.

Another common reason is the lack of trust in insurance
companies.
This is understandable, even though insurance companies do pay
out over 95% of all claims. That's including the more tricky and
complicated Income Protection and trauma ones.
It is the 1 in 20 that make it into the press.
When it comes to Life Insurance though, claims are generally
denied for one reason, and that is failure to disclose information
at application time.
Even if it is an accidental omission it makes no difference the
onus is on the customer to tell the full truth.

I have included some helpful hints and tips in my
instructional video here.
Of course as an adviser I will always suggest that
you speak to a professional.
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